允许多个用户激活模式Plain Text或Simplified HTML在菜单View > Message Body as。这提供在日常生活中更多的安全性，因为并非所有HTML命令都被执行。这种模式的缺点是许多消息（例如出版者或知名折扣商的新闻）几乎难以阅读。

如果您现在信任消息的作者并且假设消息的HTML代码不会损害您，您可能总是希望让消息格式化。Thunderbird本身需要您先激活原生HTML模式View > Message Body as，然后手动将其禁用。这很简单不舒服。

通过点击“Show HTML”按钮的“Allow HTML Temp”扩展，一个显示的消息会立即格式化一次（如果包含HTML代码）。这使得所有默认只显示Plain Text或简化HTML的用户的生活变得更轻松。

1. 下载

下载可以在“ATN（addons.thunderbird.net）”上找到：下载

2. 功能示例的Allow HTML Temp

安装“Allow HTML Temp”扩展就像安装扩展一样。

**注释**

当扩展安装并Thunderbird重新启动时，您必须首先添加Show HTML按钮到主工具栏。要这样做，请右键单击主工具栏并选择Customize...。可用按钮的选择将出现，您可以将Show HTML按钮从选择拖到工具栏。

顺便说一下，按钮显示在可用按钮的选择对话框中，取决于其当前设置。这意味着，在可调整的任何（可调整的）设置中：

- Plain Text
- Simplified HTML
- HTML
- 富文本
  - 富文本
  - 富文本
  - 富文本
In the menu View → Message Body as, activate the mode Plain Text and, for example, display the newsletter of a discounter.

Newsletter displayed as Plain Text:

Since the newsletter is only displayed as Plain Text, you can now click on the Show HTML button (if you trust the sender). If you also hold down the Ctrl key when clicking on the button, external contents are also loaded for this message.

Note

If you allow external graphics for the selected message, this is will be valid forever for this message!
This is the default behavior of Thunderbird. HTML, however, is only allowed once.

The newsletter will appear completely HTML-formatted after clicking on Show HTML:
If you also hold down the Ctrl key while clicking on the button or have selected the corresponding options in the settings dialog of the addon, the external contents (graphics, style sheets, etc.) will also be loaded and displayed:

As soon as you subsequently select a different message, it will automatically return to its default appearance ("Plain Text" or "simplified HTML"). You do not have to manually switch back to Plain Text.

3 Possible locations for the button

The following buttons are available on request:

- The button in the tab bar in the title bar of the main window ("Tab bar")

- The button in the main toolbar:
4 Different appearance of the button icons

Depending on the setting for the button, the icon and the label of the button change. By the way, the symbol is based on the official "HTML 5 Icon":

- Original HTML (plus external content):
  ![HTML zeigen](image)
- Original HTML:
  ![HTML zeigen](image)
- Simple HTML:
  ![HTML zeigen](image)
- Plain Text:
  ![Reiner Text](image)

5 Options in the Settings dialog

The settings can be accessed via the entry in the Add-on Manager or via menu **Tools > Add-on Options**.

The add-on "Allow HTML Temp" in the list of add-ons installed in Add-ons Manager:

```
Allow HTML Temp
Erlaubt HTML per Klick temporär für die aktuelle Nachricht  Mehr
```

The classic settings dialog up to Thunderbird 60:
6 Status bar display

In the status bar at the bottom of the window, you can see the selected default HTML mode (Original HTML, Simplified HTML or Plain Text). By right-clicking on the element, a context menu opens in which you can switch the HTML mode. The options are the same as those of the program itself. For feeds, the context menu is omitted because it does not work reliably (although there are options there too, but they can only be selected in the program's main menu).

Status bar element (for e-mail with context menu):

Status bar element on feeds:
7  Keyboard commands
7.1  Pure keyboard command

As of version 4.3 of the add-on, a new, stand-alone keyboard command has been introduced. With the key combination Ctrl + Alt + F5 (or with macOS Cmd + Alt + F5) you call the function of the button (without mouse click). All options from the settings dialog are taken into account as well as when clicking on the button.

7.2  Mouse click plus keystroke

In contrast to the keyboard command, the function of the button changes if you hold down certain buttons while clicking the button. The following list uses Ctrl. For macOS, this is Cmd.

- (simple) Click: It will do what is set in the addons options.
- Click + Shift: Plain Text is displayed
- Click + Ctrl + Shift: Simplified HTML is displayed
- Click + Ctrl: Original HTML and external content will be shown / loaded

8  Reset settings to default in Config Editor

If you used the “Allow HTML Temp” add-on, the associated or necessary hidden settings in Thunderbird were changed by this add-on according to your selection in the options of the add-on. If you no longer have the add-on installed, or if you want to return to Thunderbird default settings for other reasons, you can do this at any time using the Config Editor (About:config).

You have to check and reset the following settings in the Config Editor:

Thunderbirds own/internal settings:

- mailnews.message_display.disable_remote_image
- mail.inline_attachments
- javascript.enabled

Add-on specific settings:

- extensions.allowhtmltemp.ButtonFunction
- extensions.allowhtmltemp.ForceRemoteContent
- extensions.allowhtmltemp.JavaScriptTemp
- extensions.allowhtmltemp:inlineAttachmentsTemp

https://www.thunderbird-mail.de/lexicon/entry/226-allow-html-temp-add-on-to-allow-html-only-temporarily/
9 Localization

9.1 Supplied languages

The add-on has been translated into about 24 languages so far. But some translations are not completely up to date.

9.2 Create and improve localization

The add-on localization can be done on the Crowdin localization platform (starting in November 2019). Please, no longer use BabelZilla for the translation, as it is no longer compatible with current add-ons from Thunderbird 68 and newer.

10 Version history

10.1 Version 5.7.3

- Adjustments for the upcoming Thunderbird 68. This mainly affects the settings dialog, in which there is no "Cancel" button anymore. Settings are now necessarily saved immediately when changing, so that a "Cancel" button no longer makes sense. It has been tested so far with Thunderbird 67 Beta 3 to be prepared for Thunderbird 68.

10.2 Version 5.4.3

- Bug fix: In previous versions Allow HTML Temp could lead to misrepresented special characters in emails in a certain situation, as the character encoding was no longer recognized correctly when external content was allowed.

10.3 Version 5.4.2

- Icon of the button is now displayed again in the Customize dialog of the toolbar in Thunderbird 60 Beta and newer.

10.4 Version 5.4.1

- Supports Thunderbird versions 58+ (add-on settings dialog).
- The changes in the previous version 5.1, in combination with Enigmail, resulted in double passphrase queries when displaying PGP/MIME encrypted emails. This is now avoided by internal code changes related to HTML recognition.

10.5 Version 5.1

- Correct HTML recognition and thus (previously missing) activation of the button for encrypted messages. If messages are encrypted via S/MIME, this will now work reliably. If messages are encrypted via
PGP/MIME, the button will always be activated as a "workaround", since in this case it can not be detected whether an HTML part is present in the message.

10.6 Version 5.0.2

- Further improved display of the symbols in "Lightweight Themes"

10.7 Version 5.0.1

- Improved display of icons when using (dark) "lightweight themes"

10.8 Version 5.0

- The main function of the "Show HTML" button can now be changed in the options. This is no longer fixed as "Original HTML", but can alternatively be changed to "Plain Text" or "Simplified HTML".
- Additional keyboard shortcut \textbf{Ctrl} + \textbf{Shift} + click "Show HTML" now leads directly to "Simplified HTML".
- More customized and differentiated symbols:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Depending on the setting for the button, different icons are now displayed on the button.
    \item Depending on the setting for the button, the label of the button is adjusted.
  \end{itemize}

10.9 Version 4.3.2

- Fixed an issue that caused the button icon not to be displayed if certain theme add-ons were used for Thunderbird.

10.10 Version 4.3.1

- SVG icons are now used from Thunderbird 52. * and newer. The icons were replaced by completely different ones.
- A new option in the Preferences dialog now allows you to load / view the external content of the selected message by simply clicking on the Show HTML button. (So far, this was only possible with simultaneous pressing of the key Ctrl or Cmd.
- In addition, there is now a keyboard command \textbf{Ctrl} + \textbf{Alt} + \textbf{F5} or \textbf{Cmd} + \textbf{Alt} + \textbf{F5}, which performs exactly the function of the button (including the settings of the button considered). Thus, users can use the function "Show HTML" (including the options) completely without mouse, when navigating and viewing the e-mails. Of course, unlike the click on the button you can not press additional buttons to change the function.
- An error in all versions prior to version 4.3.1 has been fixed. The error resulted in the "Show HTML" button in the headers area (ie in the message header) not being displayed (or hidden) if the button had not been inserted in the main toolbar.
10.11 Version 4.0

- New (SVG) icons for Thunderbird from version 57+
- Modification of an internal JS function on the recommendation of the AMO team

11 See also

- Allow HTML Temp - Ein Add-on, um HTML (nur) kurzzeitig zu erlauben
- Support forum for "Allow HTML Temp"